Not letting an audit be
a show stopper
CyberCompass response lets the
show go on.
Overview
"The auditor is coming in two days. Can you help?"
It is happening more frequently where major entities are requiring their vendors
to not only sign a document saying they are compliant, but have an extensive
audit completed to prove cybersecurity and data privacy standards are being
met.
After the Sony attack, securing third party risk is the Motion Picture Association
established the Trusted Partner Network (TPN) alliance to assess compliance
requirements for every vendor. Our client, a post production shop, was in the
middle of completing a new series. Without the TPN certification, their show
would not be able to have it hit the air.
CyberCompass got the call on Thursday that they needed to be audit ready
by Tuesday.

"Thanks so much! You and your team were such a pleasure to work with!!
We all greatly appreciate your hard work to help us get through TPN.
Your thorough work impressed the assessors and gave us the
confidence we needed to make it through the meeting. We don't know
how we would have done it without you!”

Approach
Custom game plan fast

Certified Fast

CyberCompass quickly pulled
together a game plan, met with
client's managed service provider
and determined what
requirements were needed:
technical assessment, employee
cyber awareness training,
incident response plans and
policies and procedures.

The auditor saw the comprehensive
documentation and the
thoroughness of the data protection
plans. All the policy and procedures
were organized, cyber awareness
training competency tracked and
data flow plans were all complete.
The client passed with flying colors.

Prep for Audit

Additional Cybersecurity Met

All necessary compliance
measurements were immediately
loaded into CyberCompass
platform for training, data flow,
and policy and procedures.
Plus, we completed a guided runthrough prior to the auditor
arriving so the client was
completely confident.

The client asked CyberCompass to
complete additional assessments
and provide corrective actions to
further improve their data protection
after the audit.

Results

Delivered
in 72 hours

Saved in
client revenue

Audit Passed
Priceless

Need fast, complete response?
CyberCompass delivers cyber resilience so your business can survive and
thrive asymmetrical cyber warfare whether internal, external or from a 3rd
party. Contact us today at info@cybercompass

cybercompass.io

